Joan And Melissa: Joan Knows Best? (Series 3)
8 X 1 HOUR
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. I Kissed a Girl
Melissa’s ex-husband stays overnight at her house for the first time since their divorce. Joan
meets a Bohemian beauty at star studded dinner party hosted by Lily Tomlin. Their friendship
takes a new turn when she and Joan kiss after a night out on the town. Unexpectedly, she’s a girl.
Melissa is confused.

2. In Bed With Joan
Financial pressure and network censorship spurs Joan to create her own online talk show.
Budgetary limitations mean that the team have to commandeer Joan’s own bed for the purposes.
At the same time, Melissa deals with further relationship drama.

3. Taking Liberty
The Rivers’ rent a rock star tour bus and take off for vacation in Colonial America, but struggle to
have a good time in close quarters. Inspired by the 1st Amendment, Joan takes on a store that
has banned her book and ends up in handcuffs.

4. The Big One
Joan goes into disaster preparation-frenzy mode after an earthquake hits. Melissa is encouraged
by her therapist to date. Joan helps by creating a hologram.

5. London Snog
Joan prepares for her comedy tour in England. When Fashion Police sends Melissa to London for
business, she ends up in a one night stand with a publicist. Tony’s big UK debut turns into a big
disaster.

6. Love Comes Knocking
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Joan prepares for her annual Thanksgiving feast at her lush New York City apartment, but gets
into an altercation with her neighbour. Melissa is shocked when her British fling shows up for
dinner and romance.

7. The C Word
Joan undergoes a battery of tests after a doctor finds a spot on an x-ray. Everyone is concerned,
for her and for themselves, but Joan is just determined to conquer her bucket list.

8. Pregnant Pause
Melissa fears she might be needing to take care of a new arrival, just as her new love interest is
about to visit. Joan decides to throw a staff appreciation party on a luxury yacht, but drama causes
the event to go overboard.
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